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ABSTRACT

Developed system for a semi-automatic stereological analysis in which PC
assists the design and presentation (display) of stereological measuring systems which are
superimposed on pictures of the analyzed object is described.The development was aimed at
simplification of the TV camera - display data-link to minimize the videosignal distortion. The
measuring system superimposed on analyzed data display is derived from the signal which
drives a VEGA monitor. Design of the test systems which is done by using the PC computer
graphics is simple, because the monitor oriented, user friendly SW is used. Good functioning of
the developed HW set-up was proved experimentally and it is so simple that it can be assembled
by a novice in computer HW domain.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic problem of automatic image analysis, i.e. the object segmentation is not yet
solved in an inexpensive and enough general way thus semi-automatic systems for image and/or
stereological analysis are encountered in laboratories [e.g. Moss et al., 1989; Karen et al.,
1994] and in serial production [e.g. Grid, 1990] nowadays. Usually the ocular of a microscope
or a print are replaced in these systems by a more convenient image display presenting the
picture of the analyzed tissue with the measuring raster superimposed. Two basic HW of such
systems was already published elsewhere [Krekule and Gundersen, 1989]. These systems differ
by superimposition of the computer-generated raster either

i/ on the video display ofthe analyzed tissue, or
ii/ on the picture observed in the microscope.

AIIVI OF THE DEVELOPMENT

We attempted to design a simplification of the former system by displaying the output
of the TV camera capturing the image of the analyzed object directly on a video display,








